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Introduction 

One particular standardized psychological test of interest that will be useful in the 

future practice of clinical psychology is the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-Fourth 

Edition (WAIS-IV). Versions of Wechsler's tests are some of the more so used testing 

methods for assessing intelligence in the practice of clinical psychology. The original 

version’s development occurred in 1939 by David Wechsler, Ph.D. (Suwartono, Halim, 

Hidajat, Hendriks, & Kessels, 2014). The development of the WAIS-IV occurred in 

2008. The intended purpose of the WAIS-IV is for providing a profile analysis of 

individuals’ cognitive weaknesses and strengths. That is, for the purpose of providing 

information about individuals’ intellectual functioning. As well as for a variety of 

psychological purposes that includes identifying and treating psychological disabilities 

and qualifications for special services. 

The WAIS–IV contains ten core subtests. Yielding processing speed (symbol 

search [SS] and coding [CD]) and working memory (arithmetic [AR] and digit span 

[DS]) indexes. As well as perceptual reasoning (visual puzzles [VP], and matrix 

reasoning [MR], block design [BD]) indexes. Also included are verbal comprehension 

(information [IN], vocabulary [VC], and similarities [SI]) indexes. Combining these 

subtests yields a full-scale IQ. Also, contained in the WAIS-IV are five supplemental 

subtests. Such subtests include (cancellation [CA], letter–number sequencing [LN], 

picture completion [PCM], figure weights [FW], and comprehension [CO]) (Glass, Ryan, 

& Charter, 2010). Administering these five supplemental subtests provides added clinical 

information about individuals and can be a substitution for one or more of the core 

subtests per the scoring manual and administration instructions of the WAIS-IV.  
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Standardizing the WAIS-IV occurred with a sample of 2,200 English-speaking 

males and females (older adolescents and adults) of the United States, between the ages 

of 16-years-of-age to 90-years-of-age. The proportions of females exceeded the number 

of males consistent with U.S. Census figures (Glass, Ryan, & Charter, 2010). This 

population consisted of various education levels, geographic regions, and racial/ethnic 

categories. Such racial/ethnic categories included White/Caucasians, Asian Americans, 

Black/African Americans, Hispanic/Latinos, and other racial groups. The population of 

individuals that correspond to the WAIS-IV’s clinical purpose includes individuals who 

suffer from depression, and mild cognitive impairment probable dementia of the 

Alzheimer's type.  

As well as individuals who suffer from traumatic brain injury, mathematics and 

reading disorders, and attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). Also, included 

are individuals suffering from borderline intellectual functioning, Autistic disorder, 

intellectual disability–moderate-and-mild severity, Asperger’s Disorder, and the 

intellectual giftedness.  

Administration of the Test 

 Administration of the WAIS-IV occurs either through web-based (Q-interactive) 

or pencil-and-paper format. Administration involves using an administration manual, one 

record form, two stimulus books and response booklets. A trained psychologist will 

individually administer the WAIS-IV using both performance and verbal tasks. A 

participant will have 60 to 90 minutes to complete the WAIS-IV. Once completed, the 

scoring of the web-based form occurs electronically through the use of the scoring 

assistant software and scoring of the pencil and paper form occurs by hand. The web-
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based form will automatically convert raw scores to scaled scores and will provide graphs 

and tables of the scoring analysis because of the scoring assistant software.   

 Psychologists must consider fairness in testing when integrating legal and ethical 

issues when administrating the WAIS-IV. One reason this must occur is as a result of the 

American Psychological Association (APA) developing the Ethical Principles of 

Psychologists and Code of Conduct. Psychologists must adhere to such ethical principles 

and administer the WAIS-IV in a fair manner in accordance with the Ethical Principles of 

Psychologists and Code of Conduct. Another reason is that standardizing of the WAIS-IV 

took into consideration and involved various education levels, geographic regions, and 

racial/ethnic categories. Lastly, competent administering and interpreting of the WAIS-

IV will require a sophisticated integration of various skills. It will be the responsibility of 

the administering psychologist to score accurately the WAIS-IV.  

That is and requires possessing the awareness of understanding his or her limitations 

and strengths to be knowledgeable about the technical aspects of WAIS-IV. As well as 

possessing the ability for making appropriate and meaningful interpretations of WAIS-IV 

scores.  

Since the WAIS-IV is available through the web-based (Q-interactive), technology 

has a tremendous impact on the administration of it as well as scoring. As a result, the 

administering psychologist of the WAIS-IV will not need to convert raw scores to scaled 

scores and will be automatically provided graphs and tables of the scoring analysis. Also, 

such technological advances have made it possible for individuals to take sample WAIS-

IVs online to understand better his or her level of intelligence.  
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Thesis Statement 

 The Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-Fourth Edition (WAIS-IV) is a critical tool 

in regard to testing purposes that are increasingly important in the practice of clinical 

psychology. WAIS-IV’s usefulness and the interpretations of it regarding clinical 

applications and clinical populations make it is clinically significant (Weiss, Saklofske, 

Coalson, & Raiford, 2010). That is, regarding clinical applications in neuropsychological 

settings. As well as with clinical populations that include older adults, clients 

experiencing psychological disorders, and multicultural clients, and applications; that 

include neuropsychological settings. With substantive improved psychometric properties 

such as reduced item bias, improved composite and subtest reliability, expanded FSIQ 

range, improved ceilings and floors, and updated norms WAIS-IV continues to remain 

psychometrically promising. That is, as the more so widely utilized intelligence test in the 

practice of clinical psychology for adults in the world (Weiss et al., 2010). 
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